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(54)   Papermaker's fabric having paired identical machine-direction yams weaving as one 

(57) A papermaker's fabric Includes a system of 
machine-direction (MD) yarns interwoven with a system 
of cross-machine direction (CD) yarns. The MD yarns 
are pairs of a f irst MD yam and a second MD yam. The 
first and second MD yarns are of a substantially redarv 
gular cross section having identical width and thictaiess. 

The first and second MD yarns of each pair weave side- 
by-side as a single yam with the CD yarns through the 
fabric. The CD yarns are of circular aoss section. The 
fabric has a permeability to air less than 150 cubic feet 
per minute per square foot at 0.5 inch HaO-pressure. 
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Description 

Background of the Invention 

1. Field of the fnvention 

The present invention relates to the papermaking 
arts. More specHtcally, the present inventi(»i is a paper- 
maker's fabric for use on the dryer section of the paper- 
machine, such a fabric being commonly refen^ed to as a 
dryer fabric. 

2. DescrlDBon of the Prior Art 

During the papermaking process, a fibrous web Is 
formed by depositing a fibrous slurry on a forming fabr Ic 
in the forming section ;pf ^ papemnachine. A large 
amount of water drains from the slurry through the form- 
ing fabric during this process, leaMing the fibrous wdb on 
the surface of the forming fabric. 

The newly fbrnied web proceeds from the forming 
section to a press sectton, which includes a series of 
press nips. The fibrous web passes through the press 
nips supported tietween two such press fabrics. In the 
press nips, the fibrous web is subjected to compressive 
forces which squeeze water therefrom. This water is 
accepted by the press fabric or fabrics, and, ideally, 
does not return to the web. 

The web finally proceeds to the dryer section, which 
Includes at least one series of rotatable dryer drums or 
cylinders, heated from within by steam. The web is 
directed in a sinuous path sequentiaily around each iri 
the series of drums by one or more dryer fabrics, which 
hold the web closely against the surfaces of the drums. 
The heated drums reduce the water content of the web 
to a desirable level through evaporation. 

The surface characteristics of the fak>rics used in 
the forming and press sections of the papermachine 
have a direct bearing on the surface properties of the 
paper being produced. This is also true In the dryer sec- 
tion, where, as stated above, the dryer fabric holds the 
web dosely against the surfaces of the heated dryer cyl- 
inders. To promote drying efficiency by increasing the 
surface area of the dryer fabric directly in contact with 
the web. and to reduce the marking of the web by the 
fabric, the dryer fabrics are typically woven to have sur- 
faces which are as smooth as possible. In recent years, 
one approach that has been taken to provide dryer fab- 
rics with such surfaces has been to Include flat monofil- 
ament yarns in their woven structures. 

As is well-known, sheet disturbance C^lutter") at 
elevated machine speeds may be reduced by decreas- 
ing the permeability of the dryer fabric. Permeability 
may be decreased by crowding the yarns more closely 
to one another during the weaving of the fabric, or by 
including stuffer yarns or other materials in the weave 
structure to block the flow of air therethrough. 

Where flat monofilament yarns are included in a 

dryer fabric, however, the decrease in permeability 
achieved by crowding the yarns more closely to one 
another in the weave structure may be accompanied by 
an increased susceptibility to wrinkling both during in- 

5 house processing and after installation on the dryer 
section of a papermachine. JHs is particufarty the case 
where flat monofilament yarns are next, or contiguous, 
to one another on the surface of the dryer fabric. 

The present invention is a dryer fabric which 
10 includes flat monofilament yarns, but which is woven in 

a manner that leaves it less susceptible to the above- 
noted deficiencies of prior-art fabrics. 

Summarv of the Invention 
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Accordingly, the present invention is a dryer fabric, 
■ although it may find application in any of the forming, 

press and dryer sections of a papermachine. 
As such, the present invention is a papermaker'^ 

20 labric for the forming, press and dryer sections of a 
papermachine. The f^ric includes a system of 

*   machine-direction (MD) yarns interwoven with a system 
of cross-machine direction (CD) yams. 

The MD yarns comprise pairs of a first MD yarn and 
25 a second MD yarn. The first and second MD yarns of 

each pair weave side*by-side one another as a single 
yarn through the fabric, and are identical to one another 
in cross-sectional geometry and area. 

The fabric is preferably of a single-layer weave, 
30. such as a plain weave. 

The first and second MD yarns of each pair have 
Identical cross-sectional geometries. Preferably, the 
geometries are rectangular, or substantially rectangular 
as the corners are inevitably rounded to some extent. 

35 Altematively, the cross-sectional geometries may be dr- 
cular. oval or multi-tobed. 

The CD yarns may be of a drcular cross section. 
One of the first and second MD yarns in each pair 

may form aseaming loop at a widthwise edge of thefab- 
40 ric so that it may be joined into endless fomn with a pin 

seam. 
Alternatively, one of the first and second MD yarns 

in each pair may be woven around seaming spirals at 
the widthwise edges of the fabric to connect the seam- 

45 ing spirals thereto, so that the fabric may be joined into 
endless form with an in-line spiral seam. 

In addition, tiie first MD yarns may be of one poly- 
meric resin material, and the second MD yarns may be 
of another different polymeric resin material, so that the 

50 MD yarns, that is, the first and second MD yarns taken 
together, may have the desirable charaderistics of botii 
polymeric resin noaterials. 

The present invention will now be described in more 
complete detail, with frequent reference being made to 

55 the drawing figures identified below. 
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Brief Description of the Drawings 

Figure 1 is a plan view of the tpper surface of the 
papermaker's fabric of the present invention; 
Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view, taken as indi- 
cated by Gne 2-2 in Figure 1. of the papermaker's 
fabric; and 
Figure 3 is a aoss-sectional view, taken as Indi- 
cated by line 3-3 In Rgure 1. 

Detailed PescriPtion of the Preferred Emfaodimente 

With reference now to the figures. Figure 1 is a plan 
view of the upper surface of the papermaker's l^tiric 10 
of the present invention. In Figure 1, the machine direc- 
tk)n (MD) and cross-machine directkm (CD) are as indi- 
cated. While only the upper surfece is visible, it win be 
apparent to the reader from the description to follow that 
the lower surface has a similar appearance. The spac- 
ing between the yams of the papermaker's fabric 10 in 
this and other figures is greatly exaggerated for the sake 
of clarity, tn fact the yams are woven rather tightly to 
provide papermaker's fabric 10 with a permeability to air 
of less than 150 cutMC feet per minute per square foot at 
0.5 inch HgOpressure. 

Papermaker's fabric 10 is preferably woven in a sin- 
gle-layer weave, and is so represented in the several 
drawing fi^ires. A plain weave is a preferred single- 
layer weave, although, depending upon the applk»tion. 
a twill or satin weave may be used. 

Papermaker's fabric 10 comprises machine-direc- 
tion (MD) yarns 12.14 intenwoven with cross-machine 
direction (CD) yams 16. MD yarns 12. 14 weave with 
CD yams 16 together side^-side through the fabric 
10. That is to say. more particularly. MD yarns 12. 14 
weave as one yam wHh CD yams 16. 

MD yams 12. 14 are identical to one another in 
cross-sectional shape and size, and perhaps also in 
composition. One of the MD yarns 12.14 may be used 
to fomfi seaming loops at the two wkfthwise edges of the 
fabric 10 to join it into endless form upon installation on 
the dryer section of a papermachine with a pin seam. 
That is, MD yarns 12 or MD yarns 14 are used to form 
the seaming loops. 

Alternatively, one of \he MD yarns 12. 14 may be 
used to connect seaming spirals to the two widthwise 
edges of ttie fabric 10, so that the fabric 10 may be 
joined into endless form with an in-line spiral seam. 

MD yarns 12. 14, as indicated above, weave skfe- 
by-side, as one, for the length of the fabric 10. Although 
fabric 10 has been depicted exaggeratedly open in Rg- 
ure 1. MD yarns 12,14 in ^ch pair ttiereof actually atxrt 
against one anolher for the length of the fabric 10. A 
consequence of this paired, side-by-side relationship 
between MD yarns 12,14 is the elimination of one half 
of the holes through the fabric 10 providing it wnth a 
desired reduction in permeability to air. 

Rgure 2 is a cross-sectional view taken as indi- 

cated by line 2-2 in Rgure 1. MD yarns 12 are depicted 
as weaving with CD yarns 16 in a single-layer plain 
weave. MD yarns 14 are hidden behind the MD yams 12 
with which they are paired in the view given in Figure 2. 

5   CD yarns 16 are of circular aoss section. 
Rgure 3 is a cross-sectional view taken as indi- 

cated by line 3-3 in Rgure 1. MD yarns 12.14 preferably 
have rectangular cross sections. In practice, the aoss 
sections would not have the sharp corners illustrated; in 

10 fact the corners wouM tend to be slightiy rounded, a 
consequence of the material of MD yarns 12. 14 
remaining liquid for a short intenml following their extru- 
sion through a die having a rectangular opening. MD 
yams 12 have the same thxdcness and wfdtH-as MD 

IS yams 14. AKematively. MD yarns 12.14 may be of cir- 
cular, oval or multi-k)bed cross-sectionai shape! so long 
as MD yarns 12.14 are identical to one another.' - 

MD yarns-12.14 and CD yarrfs^lO rnay be fribnofa* 
ament yams of any or the synthetic polymelia resins 

20 used in tiie production of such yarns for papermachine 
dothing. Polyester and polyamide are but two examples 
of such materials. Other examples of such materials are 
yams of polyphenylene sulfide (PPS). which is commer- 
cially available under the name RYTON®, and yarns of 

2S a modified heat-, hydrolysis- and contaminant-resistant 
polyester of the variety disclosed in commonly assigned 
US. Patent No. 5.169.499, and used in dryer fabrics 
sold by Albany International Corp. under the tradenwk 
THERMONETICS®. The teachings of US. Patent tto. 

30  5.169,499 are incorporated herein by reference. 
uMD yams 12. 14 of two differem polymeric resin 

materials may be used because no single polymer can 
provide all of the characteristics required of an MD yam 
in a dryer fabric: strength, abrasion resistance, hydroly- 

35 sis resistance and flex resistance. As such, it may be 
desirable to provide MD yams 12 of one polymer and 
MD yams 14 of another polymer, so that the two yarns. 
MD yams 12.14, can have all of the desirable proper- 
ties of both polymers. 

40 As a genera] example of the presem inventioa MD 
yams 12.14 may be of rectangular cross section having 
a wkith of 0.88mm and a thickness of 0.44mm. MD 
yarns 12, 14 woukJ then each have an aspect ratio 
(widthAhickness) of 2:1. and weave together side-by- 

45 side as a single MD yarn having a widtti of 1.76mm 
(0.88mm + 0.88mm) and a thickness of 0.44mm. This 
technique effectively reduces the number of holes 
tiirough ttie fabric by half, thereby reducing its air per- 
meability 

so A single-layer plain^eave fabric, having 28 MD 
ends/inch, counting both MD yarns 12 and MD yarns 
14. and 13 CD ends/inch, produced in accordance with 
the present invention has a permeability below 150 
cubic feet per minute per square foot at 0.5 inch HgO- 

55 pressure. Only one of MD yarns 12.14 may be used to 
form seam loops at ttie widthwise edges of ttie fabric, or 
to connect seaming spirals thereto. In contrast, it woukt 
be very difficult to fbmi a seam k>op by twisting a single 
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yarn having a width of 1.76mm and a thickness of 
0. 44.m, and an aspect ratio of 4:1. 

Dryer fabrics of the prior art typically have from 40 
to 55 CD ends/inch, many of them bulky staffer yarns, to 
reduce their permeabilities to air. This practice requires 
the inclusion of more yarn material in the fabrics, and 
Increases the material costs for each fabric. In addition, 
the more CD ends/inch, the more time is required to 
weave a given dryer fabric at additional cost The 
present dryer fabrics require less yarn material, fewer 
CD ends/inch and are woven In a shorter period of time, 
yet have very low permeabilities to air. 

Modifications to the above would be obvious to 
those of ordinary skill in the art. but would not bring the 
invention so modified beyond the ,scope of the 
appended claims. 

•L . 
Claims 

1. A papermaker's febric for the forming, press and 
dryer sections of a papermachtne comprising: 

a system of machine-direction (MD) yarns 
interwoven with a system of cross-machine 
(CD) yarns, said MD yarns comprising pairs of 
a first MD yarn and a second MD yarn, said first 
arxj second MD yarns of each said pair weav- 
ing side-by-side as a single yarn with said CD 
yams through said fabric and having identica! 
cross-sectional geometries. 

2. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in claim 1 
wherein said system of MD yarns is interwoven with 
said system of CD yams in a single-layer weave. 

8. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in claim 1 
wherein said first and second MD yarns in each pair 
have an oval cross section. 

5 9. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in daim 1 
wherein said first and second MD yarns in each pair 
have a muHi-lobed cross section. 

10. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in claim 1 
10      wherein said CD yarns have a circular cross sec- 

tion. 

11. A papermaker's fabric as claimed (n dalm 1 
wherein said first MD yarn in eacSi pair is of a rirst 

13     . polymeric resin material and said second MD yam 
' in each pair is of a second polymeric resin material 

different from said first polymeric resin material. 

12. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in daim 1 
^      wherein saki first MD yam in each pair Is of a first 

polymeric resin material and sakl second MD yam 
in each pair is of a second polymeric resin material 
identical to said first polymerc resin material. 

30 

3. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in daim 2 
wherein said single-layer weave is a plain weave. 

4. A papermatefs fabric as daimed in claim 1 
wherein one of sakI first and second MD yarns of 4o 
each pair fomns a seaming loop at a widthwise edge 
of said fabric so that it may be Joined into endless 
form with a pin seam. 

5. A papermaker's fabric as claimed In claim 1 45 
wherein one of sakI first and second MD yarns of 
each pair connects a seaming spiral at a widthwise 
edge of said fabric so that it may be joined into end- 
less form with an in-line spiral seam. 

so 
6. A papermaker's fabric as claimed in daim 1 

wherein said first and second MD yarns in each pair 
have a substantially rectangular cross section. 

7. A papermaker's fabric as daimed in claim 1 ss 
wherein said first and second MD yarns in each pair 
have a circular aoss section. 
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